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Disclaimer

The content of this presentation has not been approved by an authorised person within the meaning of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA"). Reliance on this
presentation for the purpose of engaging in any investment activity may expose an individual to a significant risk of losing all of the property or other assets invested.
This presentation has been prepared by Erris Resources plc (“Erris” or the “Company”) and does not constitute an offer or invitation for the sale or purchase of any securities, nor
does it purport to, set out, or refer to all or any of the information an investor might require or expect in making a decision as to whether or not to deal in shares in the Company.
No representation or warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made by or on behalf of the Company or any of its respective directors, officers, employees, advisers or any
other persons as to the fairness, accuracy or completeness of the information or estimates or opinions or other statements about the future prospects of the Company or any of its
respective businesses contained in or referred to in the presentation given in connection therewith and no responsibility, liability or duty of care whatsoever is accepted by any such
person in relation to any such information, projection, forecast, opinion, estimate or statement.
If you are in any doubt about the contents of this presentation or the action that you should take, you are recommended immediately to consult an independent financial adviser
duly authorised under FSMA who specialises in advising on the acquisition of shares and securities.
This presentation is exempt from the general restriction (in section 21 of FSMA) on the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds
that it is made only to any or all of the following persons:
"investment professionals" as that term is defined in Article 19 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 ("FSMA Order");
"certified high net worth individuals" as that term is defined in article 48(2) of FSMA Order;
"high net worth companies" as that term is defined in article 49 of FSMA Order;
"certified sophisticated investors" as that term is defined in article 50(1) of FSMA Order; and
"self-certified sophisticated investors" as that term is defined in article 50(A)(1) of FSMA Order.
The requirements that must be met for an individual to qualify as an "investment professional", a "certified high net worth individual", "certified sophisticated investor", or a "self-
certified sophisticated investor" and the requirements that must be met for a "high net worth company" are all contained in the FSMA Order. If you do not fall within the above
mentioned categories please return the document to the Company immediately. If you are in any doubt as to whether you fall into any of the relevant categories described above,
you should consult an independent financial adviser duly authorised under FSMA who specialises in advising on the acquisition of shares and securities for guidance.
This presentation may not be (i) taken or transmitted into the United States of America, (ii) distributed, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America or to any US person
(within the meaning of regulations made under the Securities Act 1933, as amended), (iii) taken or transmitted into or distributed in Canada, Australia or the Republic of South Africa
or to any resident thereof, or (iv) taken or transmitted into or distributed in Japan or to any resident thereof. Any failure to comply with these restrictions may constitute a violation
of the securities laws or the laws of any such jurisdiction. The distribution of this document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law and the persons into whose possession this
document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions.
This presentation must not be copied, reproduced, published, distributed, disclosed or passed to any other person at any time without the prior written consent the Company.
By accepting a copy of the presentation you agree to be bound by the foregoing provisions.
This presentation may contain forward-looking statements. These statements relate to the future prospects, developments and business strategies of the Company and its
subsidiaries (the “Group”). Forward-looking statements are identified by the use of such terms as “believe”, “could”, “envisage”, “estimate”, “potential”, “intend”, “may”, “plan”,
“will” or the negative of those, variations or comparable expressions, including references to assumptions. The forward-looking statements contained in the presentation are based
on current expectations and are subject to risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied by those statements. If one or
more of these risks or uncertainties materialises, or if underlying assumptions prove incorrect, the Group’s actual results may vary materially from those expected, estimated or
projected. Given these risks and uncertainties, potential investors should not place any reliance on forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements speak only as at
the date of the presentation. All market capitalisation figures in this presentation date from 05 July 2019.
The technical information in this presentation has been compiled on behalf of Erris Resources by Aiden Lavelle. Aiden Lavelle (BSc (Hons), MSc, MIGI, P.Geo) is Erris Resources' chief
operating officer. Mr Lavelle has sufficient experience relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration, and to the activity which he is undertaking to
qualify as a Competent Person in accordance with the guidance note for Mining, Oil & Gas Companies issued by the London Stock Exchange in respect of AIM Companies, which
outlines standards of disclosure for mineral projects.
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Overview
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OPPORTUNITY

STRATEGY

EXPERIENCE

PARTNERS

24 prospecting licences in Ireland focused on zinc with ancillary lead, silver & copper

11 exploration permits in Sweden and 2 reservation permits in Finland primarily focussed on 
gold

Committed to developing portfolio organically & via acquisition 
Advancing discoveries and projects via judicious exploration and drilling
De-risking through JVs & industry partnerships
Relentless focus on cost efficiency

Strategy endorsed and supported by leading mid-tier companies, Osisko and Centerra

Experienced team with a proven track record of discovery & value creation 
coupled with financial and capital markets expertise 
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Supportive Industry Partners
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Erris Resources has Strategic Alliance 

with Centerra Gold covering Sweden 

and Finland  

Centerra is committed to spend $250,000 on 

generative exploration work in 2019 

Option to elect individual projects to earn a 70% 

interest by spending US$3 million

Osisko is a 18.91% shareholder in 

Erris Resources 

Osisko holds a 1% Net Smelter Royalty over the 

Abbeytown Project and all of the Swedish licenses
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Targeting Low-Risk Jurisdictions
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Ireland: A Major Zinc Destination
Ireland is an attractive mining and exploration 
destination. It is a stable country within the EU with 
a long mining tradition, diverse geology with a 
wealth of mineral potential and highly-developed 
infrastructure.  It is known for its zinc discoveries 
and is ranked first in the world for zinc 
mineralisation per square kilometre.

Sweden & Finland: Proven Mining Destinations
Sweden & Finland have histories of mining and metal 
refining stretching back more than a thousand years. 
Today, Sweden is one of the EU's leading ore and metal 
producers and is also among the foremost producers of 
base and precious metals.  Finland hosts Europe’s largest 
gold mine along with several other operating gold and 
base metal mines



Team to Deliver

Jeremy Martin
Non-Executive Chairman

+20 years experience working in South America, Central America & Europe, where he was responsible for 
grassroots regional metalliferous exploration programmes through to resources definition and mine 
development.  Currently CEO of Horizonte Minerals and a member of the Society of Economic Geologists and 
the Institute of Mining Analysts. He holds BSc (Hons), MSc, ACSM, MSEG.

Anton du Plessis
CEO

+20 years' experience in the finance sector where he held senior positions at several international investment 
banks including CIBC, Bank of America Merrill Lynch and Morgan Stanley with a focus on advising natural 
resources companies on the execution of strategic and financing transactions. 

Cherif Rifaat  
CFO

A UK Chartered Account with +20 years of Venture Capital, Corporate Finance, Operational Turnaround and IR 
experience.  He has worked cross sectors with an emphasis on start-up, pre-IPO or restructuring phase.  

Graham Brown 
Non-Executive Director

He has been a Fellow of the Society of Economic Geologists since 1999 and is currently a British Geological 
Survey industry advisor and Natural History Museum honorary research fellow. For +10 years, he has worked 
as a consultant involved with the exploration and evaluation of a number of major discoveries in both Asia and 
Europe. 

Jeremy Taylor-Firth 
Non-Executive Director

Jeremy has worked in investment management since 1996 and is currently an Investment Manager with 
Hanson Asset Management, where he has worked for the last 5 years. He is also the non-executive chairman 
of Primorus Investments plc. 

Aiden Lavelle
COO

Aiden is an experienced exploration manager who played a key role in the discovery of the Pandora prospect 
in Djibouti. His international work also includes target generation, project management and resource 
definition. He holds BSc (Hons), MSc, MIGI, P.Geo and is based in Ireland.

David Hall
Technical Advisor

Experienced geologist with c.30 years experience having worked on exploration projects and mines in +50 
countries - previous roles: Chief Geologist for Minorco SA, exploration manager for AngloGold South America, 
founder/Chairman of AIM listed Stratex International Plc. David is a fellow of the Society of Economic 
Geologists & EuroGeol, CEO of Thani-Stratex & non-executive chairman of Horizonte Minerals. 
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Extensive Experience
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Mkt Cap C$17.8M
TSXV 2011
Europe

Mkt Cap £27.6M
AIM 2010
Major nickel laterite discovery
Brazil

Gold discoveries in Egypt
and Djibouti

Sale of 30% & 1% NSR of 
Öksüt for $24.5m to 
Centerra Gold
Turkey

Mkt Cap C$10.1M
TSXV 2012
Europe

Los Sulfatos discovery 2009
1.2Bt @ 1.5% Cu, 0.02% Mo 
22,000m drilled, Chile

Sakatti magmatic Cu-Ni-PGE 
deposit, greenfields exploration 
discovery in 2009, Finland

TRACK RECORD OF DISCOVERY, DELINEATION, JV & SALE
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Mkt Cap C$46.3M, TSXV
C$23m from Agnico-Eagle
Equity stake, Romero Deposit
Dominican Republic

Mkt Cap £2.74M
Cyprus Cu-Au Brownfields 
Exploration Projects
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Ireland



Abbeytown Zinc-Lead-Silver Project

Five licence areas covering 136km2 in County Sligo
Undergoing renewal process in Q3 2019

Targeting shallow and high-grade zinc 
mineralisation 

Proven mineral district centred on the old lead-
silver mine of Abbeytown

Good industrial infrastructure + road, power, rail 
and port are all available nearby

A Carbonate Replacement Deposit with structurally 
controlled high-grade mineralisation and adjacent 
stratiform replacement mineralisation

Focus on identifying economic resources that will 
support a commercial operation either by itself or 
with a partner

9

Key Facts
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Zinc Market
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▪ Positive market fundamentals for zinc – increasing price with 

recent high of $2,905/t and February 2018 high of $3,617/t

▪ LME warehouses now hold ~91,000 tonnes of zinc; roughly 3 days’ 

worth of global consumption, it hit a low of 50,00t in April 2019

▪ New zinc deposits getting smaller and average mine life is now 12 

years

▪ Despite price swings, new discoveries needed every ~6 years to 

maintain production while discovery to production time is 

increasing globally

▪ 2019 zinc demand rising: China 0.8%, U.S. 0.9%, Europe 1.0%*

▪ Since 2004, global consumption has risen over 32%

▪ Zinc market may not move into surplus until 2022

▪ Zinc Uses: Construction, alloys, electronics and transport

▪ Galvanising of steel uses ~50%, next major use is alloying

▪ New potential demand from zinc-air batteries and fertilisers

*International Lead and Zinc Study Group
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Abbeytown Work Programme

2018 Surface diamond drilling programme

▪ Tested the strike and depth extensions of the 

mineralisation away from the old mine 

▪ 10 angled holes drilled on an area between 

140m and 375m south of the old mine

▪ Most holes intersected strong mineralisation, 

increasing the strike extent of the mine trend 

and helping the Company understand the 

controls on mineralisation

11

Examination of core from south of 
Abbeytown Mine in Sligo core shed

Massive Calcite vein surrounded by 
pyrite

2018 Underground drilling programme 

▪ Tested the continuity of the mineralisation 

identified via the surface drill programme 

and the original mine workings

▪ 12 holes drilled and underground mapping, 

surveying & 3D modelling undertaken

▪ Continuity of mineralisation demonstrated 

from underground to the surface extension 

identified in drilling 375m away to the south

Index Bed room and pillar workings Opening up the Western Portal for 
ventilation and as a secondary access point
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Abbeytown Drilling Results

Results included several high-grade drill intersections

▪ 10.85% Zn+Pb combined and 31.1 g/t Ag over 4.0m in ERAB001

▪ 15.63% Zn+Pb combined and 90.68 g/t Ag over 4.1m in ERAB005

▪ 9.14% Zn+Pb combined with 92.89 g/t Ag over 4.5m in ERAB007 

▪ 14.37 % Zn+Pb combined and 67.25g/t Ag over 2.0m in ABUG009 (underground)

12

3D model of the Abbeytown Mine
showing the underground workings
along with historic drill holes and
Erris drill holes colourised by lead +
zinc assay value.

Many of the historic drill holes do not
have full assay results.

Drilling to date has identified
extensions of the mineralisation
south of the mine and new parallel
mineralised structures east of the
mine

Erris Underground 
drilling 2018 

Erris Resources 
surface drilling 
2018

South
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Abbeytown Near-Mine Potential
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Mineralised structures continuous from 
surface drilling to mine as shown by 

underground drilling

SW end of mine workings

?

2018 Surface drilling
Extension of mineralisation

confirmed over 250m of strike

Lower main workings

Upper main workings

Open pit / quarry floor

Metamorphic Basement

Shale

Crinoidal Lst.

Index Bed

Near mine tonnage available in upper 
and lower main workings

Mine Portal – vehicle access 
to most areas of the mine at 
end 2018

Long section looking west shows mine workings and mineralisation intersected in 
historic drilling + Erris Resources surface and underground drilling

Ballyshannon 
Lst.
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Soil Sampling
Undertaken near the Ox 
Mountains Fault, an 
important basin bounding 
fault with large 
displacement

Circa 520 soils taken at 10m spacing, 
mostly along north south lines 
across an area where previous wide 
spaced soils indicated anomalism in 
lead and zinc

One strong anomaly had a maximum 
of 1,585ppm Pb, 2,530ppm Zn and 
10.6ppm Ag with the adjacent 
sample also returning 631ppm Pb, 
738ppm Zn and 2.8ppm Ag  

Results confirm that structures 
within the zone are targets for 
mineralisation and extend the 
footprint of known mineralisation 
~900m south of the mine with 
several kilometres of potential along 
the Ox Mountains Fault

14

Abbeytown Targets

New Targets

Soil results for lead showing new targets overlain on the airborne electromagnetic map

Abbeytown Mine

Surface drilling extension

Ox Mtns. Fault
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Soil anomalies along trend 375m

900m

Mineralisation open to the south



Undertaken by Wardell Armstrong to define the potential 
zinc, lead & silver recoveries

Preliminary metallurgical study consisting of a bond mill index test and a bench 
flotation test. Sample was 36.4kg of mineralised Index bed and crinoidal 
limestone collected from the underground workings and exposed mineralization.

Recoveries of 96.2% lead and 95.8% zinc achieved. A good recovery can be 
achieved at a very coarse grind size (212um) while the ore is relatively soft 
requiring a minimum grind time. 

Straightforward standard flotation process can be utilised for the recovery of 
good quality, clean, saleable concentrates.

High silver credits identified with 448ppm silver in the lead concentrate and 
340ppm in the zinc concentrate with no significant deleterious elements

Mineralisation drilled along strike from the mine does not differ significantly in 
style or mineralogy to that in the metallurgical sample so a similar outcome may 
be expected

15

Abbeytown Metallurgy

Strongly mineralised lower grit in hole ABUG007 beneath the Index Bed
workings in the mine, note coarse galena in calcite fill allowing easy flotation
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Metallurgical Study

Core sample of clean carbonate
with zinc-rich mineralisation,
lower image is coloured by
mineral class (see key on lower
left of slide). Core form
ERAB001, between 132.0 and
132.5m
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Abbeytown District Potential

New Targets

Abbeytown 
Mine

Lugawarry Anomaly

Ox Mtns. Fault
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Several targets identified along the Ox Mountains Fault Zone including Lugawarry which was the site of 
small-scale historic lead workings 



The Galway Project

Key Facts

▪ 18 contiguous prospecting licences covering 673km2 east of Galway 
City, County Galway, west of Ireland

▪ Area prospective for base metal mineralisation associated with major 
extensional structures

▪ Licences located 15-40km northwest of the Tynagh Mine, which 
hosted ~9.4Mt at 5.0% Zn, 6.0% Pb, 0.5% Cu and 1 oz/ton Ag

▪ Similar geology to Tynagh mine area with outcropping historic 
workings within the licence area

▪ New high-quality Tellus Airborne Magnetic and EM data covering the 
region, not available to previous explorers

▪ Several historic soil anomalies untested – some coincident with 
major structures and conductivity targets

▪ Erris has generated a list of ranked targets based on data compilation 
with preliminary prospecting, soil sampling and ground truthing 
carried out

17

Weathered Massive pyrite outcrop at the Oranmore historic workings

Aeromagnetic map of the licence areas showing major structures
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Sweden & Finland
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Sweden and Finland

Low cost exploration whereby targets are tested in a rapid and efficient way and relinquished if they do not 
deliver the required criteria

Generative exploration across the region funded by Centerra Gold; on election of a specific Designated Project 
Area (DPA) Centerra can earn up to 70% by spending $3m per project

Current focus on two areas in Finland: the Laivakangas district in Central Finland; and the Central Lapland 
Greenstone belt in Northern Finland

Field work programmes planned for the summer 2019 field season across permits in Sweden and Finland

19

Key Facts
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Finland Reservation Permits

▪ Two Reservation Permits Granted

▪ Sakiateive (95.86 sq.km)

▪ Pirunkoukka (640.61 sq.km)

▪ Historic drilling and trenching at Sakiatieva with 

some high grade gold intersected and known 

coarse alluvial gold in the area

▪ Trench 2: 8m @ 12.15 g/t Au *

▪ Drillhole 268: 4.6m @ 7.36 g/t Au*

▪ Several listed gold occurrences and mineralised 

boulder trains at Pirunkoukka along with 

prospective regional shear zones which warrant 

prospecting

▪ Field work planned for June-July 2019 and drone 

aeromag survey scheduled for August 2019
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*Results are from historic exploration reports which cannot by fully verified Gold, magnetite, hematite and gold-hematite grains in heavy mineral concentrate 
separated with sluice and panning from till of the Sakiatieva hill (GTK Report 

CM06/3741/2005/1/10)

Cross section showing trenching and drilling across main lode at Sakiatieva (GTK 
Report CM06/3741/2005/1/10)



Looking Ahead

Focus on using strong cash position to acquire an advanced opportunity creating significant 
shareholder value while maintaining disciplined expenditure to advance the current portfolio

21

Prospecting on 
Galway Project

Aim for DPA 
Election in Finland

2019

Data reviews and 
targeting in 

Fennoscandia

Aim to identify and 
acquire advanced 

opportunity 

Evaluate Opportunities to JV 
100% owned projects and/or 

advance key projects

Field work in Sweden 
and Finland to upgrade 
targets with Centerra
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Key Data
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TICKER MARKET MARKET CAP SHARE PRICE SHARES IN ISSUE JOINT BROKER NOMAD

ERIS.L AIM £1.52 million 4.9p 31,069,430
Shard Capital
Turner Pope 

Allenby 

SHARE GRAPH SHAREHOLDERS

July 2018 July 2019
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https://www.lse.co.uk/ShareChart.asp?sharechart=ERIS&share=Erris-Resources

David Hall - 21.97% Osisko Gold Royalties Ltd -18.91%

Archean Capital Corp - 3.09% Other - 56.03%

CASH: €2M / £1.76M at end May 2019 

https://www.lse.co.uk/ShareChart.asp?sharechart=ERIS&share=Erris-Resources


Investment Case
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Discovery asset portfolio
- zinc in Ireland & gold in
Sweden & Finland –
good low cost assets

Strong industry partnerships
with two TSX listed 
companies

Value catalysts: In 
discussions with 3rd

parties for new advanced 
opportunities

Focused on exploration
and discovery to create
value

Technically-led team 
with a track record of 
discovery 

Politically stable, 
prospective jurisdictions
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+ Very Strong cash position compared to peers



29-31 Castle Street
High Wycombe

Buckinghamshire HP13 6RU

E: info@errisresources.com

W: www.errisresources.com 

Twitter: @ErrisResources

Joint Brokers 

Turner Pope Investments (TPI) 
Ltd

36 Old Jewry
London EC2R 8DD

T: 

E: 

Financial PR

St Brides Partners
Salisbury House
London EC2M 5QQ

T: 020 7236 1177

E: info@stbridespartners.co.uk

Joint Brokers

Shard Capital Partners Ltd
20 Fenchurch Street
London EC3M 3BY

T: 

E:


